
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waite Campus Childrens Centre           

Family News          December 2020 

Whole Centre Walk 

On Thursday December 10th all educators, children and students went for a walk together around the campus and 

ended with a picnic lunch together in the Rose Garden. We were joined by some parents too. It was a perfect  

morning for a walk. 

Please enjoy some photos from our morning. 

 





Introducing Vivienne St John Robb 

Hello, my name is Vivienne St John Robb and I am delighted to be the new Chair of the Adelaide            
University Childcare Services Board. 

I have worked in and around children's services for the last 30 years in a number of capacities. I was the 
Director of a number of long day care centres in SA and Victoria, a Family Day Care field worker and Tafe 
lecturer. I am a current member of the SA government Child Development Council, YMCA SA Board and 
Board Director on the SA government Education Standards 
Board - the Regulator for all children's services and schools until 
Feb 2020. 

I am passionate about ensuring South Australian children re-
ceive the best start in life. 

I look forward to working in partnership with the staff and you 
to provide quality care and education to support your family. 

Staffing matters 

Kylie (casual educator) has been successful in her application for the Maternity Leave contract in Room 

3 while Emilie is at home with her new baby. Kylie will be a regular member of the Room 3 team until 

September 2021. Kylie has been a casual educator at WCCC since 2016 so is well known to all the      

children, families and educators. She will be a welcome addition to the team. 

Congratualtions 

Congratulations to Emilie (Room 3 educator) and Luke on the   

arrival of Xavier George. 



Celebration: Save the Date 

Our celebration for 2020 will now be a Celebration of Transitions in 2021. It is anticipated 

this event will be held Wednesday 20th January. All other details at this stage will be the 

same, and will be updated as we know more. There will be entertainment from Dancify in        

     the form of a children's dance party.  

     More information to come in the new year. 

Introducing Cedric Varcoe 
The inaugural artist for the CSIRO Artist in Residence program is Ngarrindjeri and Narangga artist 
Cedric Varcoe who has experience in both community education and consultation, as well as extensive     
experience in mural design.  
Artist biography 
Cedric Varcoe was born in Adelaide in 1984 with strong family connection to Raukkan and Point Pierce. His 
language groups and tribes are Ngarrindjeri and Narangga.  
Cedric Varcoe is a contemporary artist, painting the creation stories of his Ngarrindjeri lands and waters, 
from the lower River Murray and the Lower Lakes to the Coorong, the South Coast to Kangaroo Island.  
He started painting at the age of eight, watching his sisters and mother, aunties and uncles. Fascinated by 
paint, he mainly painted lizards and snakes, and developed highly stylized corroboree men.  
Cedric Varcoe has painted on and off for over 15 years. In 2008 he completed a mural in one of the cells at 
the Port Pirie Police Station, hoping to inspire young people who are getting arrested, to try to help them to 
have a better outlook on life, to think that they might be able to paint and express themselves creatively.  
In 2015 an Arts SA ATSI development grant supported him to research and learn new techniques working 
with a range of colours. He also has worked extensively across community arts projects in regional South 
Australia.  
Cedric Varcoe has teamed up with Better World Arts, which has supported him to display his works in       
galleries across Australia and to sell his work globally. Together, they also developed a series of innovative 
point of sale artefacts, ranging from printed ceramics to handbags, featuring his unique designs. As a result, 
he is able to support his work and his family as a proud, contemporary Ngarrindjeri artist.  
Cedric Varcoe’s work is held in private and public collections across Australia and overseas. In 2010 and 
2014 he won the Port Augusta ‘Malka Art Prize’.  
Information taken from Guildhouse article on Sep 8, 2020 | CSIRO Waite Campus Artist in       

Residence 

Cedric will be working with the educators and children at WCCC in 2021, spending   
time sharing his valuable knowledge and stories with us. This will be achieved 
through story telling, walking and creative avenues. A formal plan will be organised in 
the new year. 

Centre closure 

dates  

WCCC will close for the year 

at 1.00pm on Thursday 24th 

December and will reopen 

at 9.00am on Monday 11th  

January 2021. 

Parent Survey 

The annual parent survey is ready for you to complete.  

Please click on the following link to go to the survey. It will take you about 

3 minutes to complete, and will give the team valuable information on 

how you think we share children’s learning journeys. This feedback will 

also provide your voice in our Quality Improvement Plan. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VZ2P7PV 

 

 

https://guildhouse.org.au/category/programs/csiro-waite-campus-artist-in-residence/
https://guildhouse.org.au/category/programs/csiro-waite-campus-artist-in-residence/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VZ2P7PV


Room One Report to Families  

December 2020 

Room One has had many highlights throughout the year as we have supported children in building a secure and 

trusting base firstly with their Primary Educator, and then seeing this expand to a wider network of social          

connections with other educators and children. We as the educators feel there is a strong sense of belonging 

among all children and educators within the Room One community, and this extends to the partnerships with 

families and student visitors who have shared our space throughout the year.  

We have also celebrated many of the children’s milestones and capabilities week by week, ranging from the      

acquisition of children’s communication and language expression, to the emergence of physical and social skills 

and having the opportunities to practice these new skills in a safe and supportive environment. We are reminded 

as adults of being responsive to the ongoing understanding of children’s non-verbal language and its importance 

for positive relationship building, the foundation for ongoing curiosity, learning and further exploration. Early 

childhood theorist Loris Malaguzzi understood this when he acknowledged the recognition for “the hundred      

languages of children” describing the infinite ways that children express, explore, and connect their thoughts, 

feelings and imaginings in their play and being. 

Now over to the children from Room One and their “voice”, strengths and interests observed in recent weeks…. 

Caspian: has shared his strong interest in the natural world - his interest in bugs and critters has inspired many of 

his friends to join in the “hunt” for caterpillars, millipedes, worms, beetles, moths, earwigs…. recently having fun 

with the large plastic bugs from Room 3! 

Kiara: quietly shares her voice to show her care for others by helping to push Rosina ’s pram to help her to sleep, 

or find her friends hats for them, and also building amazing high block towers 

Emma: has been showing her friends how to execute the art of laying out the blanket on the floor for a baby 

doll to be wrapped in, with no creases and wonderfully square. She has excitedly been sharing about her new 

trampoline and jumping (using her key word signs) 

Martin: shared a special moment with Kiara wearing headscarves to look so stylish - just like Tamala. Time to get 

out the dress ups! Helping also to care for the younger babies and becoming active as a “helper” at many           

opportunities. 

Vishni: has been talking a lot lately, mostly about her day with friend “Marty” (Martin) but she also engages   

enthusiastically with music, singing and dancing whenever she can 

Dia: shares many stories and conversation, especially with her “bestie” (Kiara) who she always looks out for. We 

recently farewelled Dia and wish her well in Darwin 

Michael: is enjoying being a helper - bringing the chairs over for a clean after lunch, or helping to put the mats 

and toys away from outside at the end of the day, and lots of friendly smiles and conversation throughout the day 

now occurring 

Sebastian: continues to have huge smiles for everyone which are able to lighten any dark corners! He is          

engaging positively with the climbing and sliding over the cardboard cubby house with many of his friends 

(Caspian, Martin, Vishni…) 

Jonas: relaxes with pretend “cooking” in the sandpit making educators “coffee” with sand and cups, or sharing 

time with books and stories with educators. The Duplo blocks and puzzles have been engaging recently too, along 

with finding the beetles and bugs. Inspired by the “bee talk” from  a recent bee keeper visitor. 

Henry: has been talking a great deal about the “fire engine” - enjoying finding engines in stories and toys to     

extend his knowledge. He also likes to ask educators for a cuddle when he needs one. 

Youguang: loves to share his excitement about puzzles and shapes - “Wow”, he often says at the most              

appropriate times. He is recognising and naming the individual shapes, or playing “basketball” with the balls, or 

engaged in reading his favourite “Digger” stories. 



Milou: loves to experience many sensory activities - painting, water play, drawing, sand play fun and problem  

solving with the toy lock and latch box 

Sean: enjoys an active start to the day preferably outside with the trolleys, bikes to ride or climbing equipment 

but later in his quieter moments he spends time looking through books and caring for the baby dolls with the same 

amount of concentration and focus 

Mary: tends to cruise through her day, showing interest in others with her direct eye contact and inquiring      

expressions, also engaging with baby dolls and role play games, and getting her hands into the mud play or painting 

whenever it is available 

Gabriel: enjoys finding opportunities to climb - anything, a continuing interest to see how the world looks from 

new vantage points! Exploring the outdoors, water and sand play opportunities, and pushing the wheeled toys 

align with Gabriel’s interests at present  

Charlie: An active outdoor explorer who is enjoys the discoveries to be found either in the sandpit or taking on 

new challenges with the climbing equipment. Chats over the fence with siblings throughout the day maintains 

those important family connections 

Chloe: Puts on her concerned face when Lingling suddenly appears with a new hair style, but she has been       

actively seeking out her new friend Caroline, sharing communication in mostly non-verbal ways yet building strong 

social connections 

Julia: Enthusiastically participates in singing, especially when Eunice comes along with her keyboard and often 

continues to sing throughout the day. Dancing with scarves was enjoyed recently with the disco lights flashing. The 

conversations initiated by Julia are becoming more involved and extensive that she shares with educators and her 

peers. 

Caroline: Exploring the play environment by crawling far and wide, smiling as she discovers the sand or an area 

of interest. We all benefit from Caroline’s cuddles that she enjoys having. Gaining physical skills, balance and spatial 

awareness before getting ready to walk. Making new social connections with her peers such as Chloe. 

Wowo: An active love of being outdoors to explore and discover new challenges and learning through climbing 

on the large foam shapes, riding on the push along bikes or developing her pen-holding skills as she “signs” herself 

out each day with Mummy’s assistance! 

Jakob: So many big smiles for everyone throughout the day, gaining confidence in first standing then quickly 

walking independently! Happily pushing the wooden trolleys and wheeled toys around outside if not exploring the 

possibilities of the sandpit. 

Rosina: Excitedly exploring the sensory aspects of water play (almost like going to the pool!) and happily          

discovering the wonder of sand as it slips through the fingers. Participating in birthday celebrations in recent weeks 

eagerly watching the children blow out the candles and sing songs.  

Bianca: After experimenting with a cross-crawl technique initially, now favouring a more conventional crawling 

approach is being tested. Bianca crawls with a sense of determination and really seems to know where she wants 

to get to and how to get there in the shortest amount of time. She loves to fully experience toys - such as via the 

texture and “taste” using her sensory capabilities in her mouth and hands. Bravo for settling in to Room One so 

quickly! 

Wishing everyone a cheery and positive holiday period and we look forward to welcoming new children and 

their families joining the Waite community in the new year. 

 

Room One Team - Gayle, Cherry, Karen, Lingling, Tamala, and Chao 

 



 Room Two Report to Families 

December 2020 

Our student Lily involved children in making an environmentally friendly surface cleaner. They used 

lemon juice, mint, vinegar and water. They then planted their own mint in a planter box. 

A big interest in Room 2 has been dramatic play. Children enjoy pretending to be the ‘teacher’ and 

reading stories at group time. Children swap and negotiate the roles. 

Other dramatic play includes home corner, dolls, shopping, as well as using other props including      

animals, dinosaurs and cars as their representations in play.   

With the hot weather we have been having lots of water play in the sandpit.  

We continue to spend time in the Adventure Playground and Pilyabilyangga where children can      

practice their big muscle movement. 

We enjoyed our walk together in the Rose Garden, the Community Garden, and the climbing tree,    

followed by a whole centre picnic lunch.  

 



Room Three Report to Families 
December 2020 

 
We’re running into the corner of end of year 2020, for the children and educators in Room 3, it’s kind of 

special time on some way.  

 

Firstly, we’d like to highlight some interesting experiences that have happened within a month. Children 

have engaged in exploring Pilyabilyangga on Monday mornings and they have also started to have some 

time to explore Adventure Playground on Friday mornings recently. So everyone has the chance to    

experience the nature environments around us. Children have showed their great interests in the      

insects. They have watched the snails crawling, observing small insects tucking under the rocks, chasing 

moths and butterflies around, and so on. Afterwards, children enjoyed insect puzzles and listened to the 

insect stories in group time as well. There’s another interesting game that has been occurring and this is 

voting. Dani took a sheet of paper or used rocks in the containers to marked out inside or outside to 

determine where we will have lunch after playing at Pilyabilyangga on Monday morning. Children were 

happy to accept the results following the majority principle.  

 

We won’t forget the yummy potato planted in our garden a few months ago. Children helped Dani to 

dig out the potatoes and Grace cooked them for us. They were delicious.  

Children enjoyed a lot of other experiences, making super long loop river in sandpit to display their nice 

team work; having water play to learn how the lighter stuff floats on the surface; running an ice cream 

shop; making smoothies in the kitchen corner; taking numbers to wait for their turn to do a big painting. 

Children demonstrated their sharing, caring and respectfulness during these play times.  

 

Nothing stops our children having fun at child care, even in the lockdown days. We looked after a few 

children whose parents are essential workers. We played with Fluffy, our tortoise; made sky buildings 

with bamboo blocks; drew picture books, enjoyed the yummy lunch and snacks, and so on. Following 

the lifting of the restrictions of COVID-19, all of the Room 3 children acknowledged the importance of 

health, knowing to wash hands properly, using their elbow to cover their coughing or sneezing, etc.  

 

How the time flies, look at our growth chart. Everyone recognized their growth when Marta and Yvett 

measured and record the heights on the chart. How much the children growing within this half year, 

even these couple of months…. 

 

December, for some children in Room 3, not only means the end of a year, also means they are getting 

ready for a new journey, walking the next step. Some children have done kindy visits, some children 

have done school visits. When they came back child care, they were happy to share their experiences 

with peers and educators, like, meeting new teachers, knowing new friends, some of them were excited 

to notice that their friends from child care will go to the same kindy/ school. How cool it is! Also, the 

children talked about at the same time is, “I’ll miss child care.” ”I’ll miss you.” ”I’ll show you my school 

uniform when school starts.” “I’ll pop in child care to say hello to you after school”… feel touched and 

heart break every time when we heard those. Soon after, we’ll sing “Happy Last Day” to the friends who 

finish WCCC, ready to explore new world. Of course, we’ll miss them all, we’ll miss their smiling faces, 

excited laughing and funny conversation, and so on. Also, all the best wishes will be shown on their 

beautiful pictures and in their memorable profiles as well.       


